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Computer Case Darkflash K1 (black & orange)

Darkflash K1 computer case
The  K1  computer  case  ensures  effective  cooling  of  the  hardware  and  allows  its  free  expansion.  It  is  equipped  with  special  elements
protecting it from dust. A user-friendly interface and a unique design distinguish the case. The transparent side panel exposes individual
components.
 
Fantastic design
The design of the case, inspired by the armour of a knight, is a real eye-catcher. The gaming character of the model appeals to many
gamers. The transparent side panel provides a perfect view into the interior of the PC. However, the product is not only stylish, but also
practical. The case is equipped with 6 dustproof nets on the top and front. This makes it easy to keep your equipment clean.
 
Extensive expandability
The case is characterised by a user-friendly interface that provides a wide range of possibilities to expand and adapt the computer to
your  needs.  Among  other  things,  it  features  an  LED  switch,  USB  3.0  and  USB  2.0  ports,  as  well  as  HD  audio.  It  also  allows  for  the
problem-free installation of components such as HDD/SSD or ATX power supply, for example.
 
Optimised solutions for efficient cooling
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With Darkflash you effectively prevent your PC from overheating. The internal cooling channel will help you solve similar problems. The
case also allows the installation of up to 7 fans. It is compatible with 240 mm water and 120 mm air coolers.
 
Perfectly organised space
The model  also stands out  for  its  excellent  space organisation.  The HDD/SSD on the right-hand side of  the case is  well  positioned for
optimal use of space. With Darkflash you can easily build the perfect PC for yourself.
 
Manufacturer
Darkflash
Model
K1
Colour
Black/orange
Housing type
Middle Tower
Motherboard standard
ATX, M-ATX, ITX
Side panel
Tempered glass
Front panel
SPCC
Dimensions
572x210x560 mm
Weight
7.6 kg
Disk installation locations
HDD x 2 / 1 / 0 SSD x 0 / 1 / 2
Slots for expansion cards
7
Maximum graphics card length
330 mm
Max. CPU cooler height
155 mm
Power supply mounting location
Bottom
Fan installation options
Front: 120 mm fan x3 Rear: 120 mm fan x1Top: 120 mm fan x3 (fans not included)
Water cooling installation options
Front: 240 mm water cooler
Front panel connectors
USB 3.0 x 1 USB 2.0 x 2 Headphone/speaker output Microphone input Power reset

Price:

Before: € 126.0012

Now: € 119.00
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Gaming, PC Cases
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